Monte Monte--Carlo simulation Carlo simulation
Generate n random trading sequences and compute an estimate of the probability CLT tells us that the estimate will convergence to p but slowly and
Error bound of 1% with p=10 -5 requires n=10 9
Problem : random number generators are not perfect .. But the rate of convergence is unknown ..
Elements of solution:
1. Markov's inequality :
2. Tchebychev's inequality :
Not tight enough for real-world applications 9 9
Large deviation: main result Large deviation: main result
Cramer's theorem : if X n i.i.d. r.v.
: mean performance over n periods
with I(x) the rate function
e.g. Risk over a given time interval Risk over a given time interval
Quantifying the uncertainty Quantifying the uncertainty
The uncertainty of trading system Sp to achieve a performance x over n time periods is Sp is with performance objective x over n time periods is less uncertain than Sp' with return objective x' over n' time periods if 
Extensions Extensions
There are ways to address the cases:
There are serial dependencies in the trade outcomes The market conditions are changing over time p.d.f. non-homogeneous in time
